
 

Worksheet No-  12 
Class – 1 

Subject: English 
QI Choose the correct answer from the given options:- 

1. Give one word for “Moving slowly from side to side”. 
(a) Pulling    (b) Cutting  (c) Swaying 

2. Coconut tree does not have any ____________. 
(a) branches    (b) fruits   (c) leaves 

3. Another word for breeze is ____________.  
(a) Storm  (b) a gentle wind    (c) none of the above 

4. Satish is cutting the green _____________.  
(a) Guava     (b) Mango    (c) Coconuts 

5. Satish uses an axe to cut the coconuts _____________ 
(a) False     (b)  True  (c) Both  a & b  

6. Make a new word by adding   play + ground = ________ 
(a) playground      (b) classroom (c) football  

7. Satish has reached the top of the _______________ 
(a) House  (b) Coconut tree  (c) Mountain 

8. ________pays Satish for his work. 
(a) Father   (b) Mother   (c) Owner 

9. The _________ was swaying in the breeze. 
(a) Banyan tree  (b) Mango tree (c) Coconut tree 

10. Satish __________ the top of the coconut tree.  
(a) reached   (b) reach  (c) counted at 

11. The owner is ___________ the coconuts. 

(a) counting    (b) eating  (c) throwing   

12. Mother brought me a  ___________ of new shoes. 

      (a) Pear   (b) pair   (c) fair 



 

QII Answer the following questions:- 

1. How is a coconut tree is different from other trees? 
Ans: _____________________________________________ 
        ______________________________________________ 

2. Why does the Satish climb the coconut tree? 
Ans:______________________________________________ 
       _______________________________________________ 

3. What does the owner of the coconut tree do? 
Ans: ______________________________________________ 
        _______________________________________________ 

4. Why does Satish love his work? 
Ans: ______________________________________________ 
        _______________________________________________ 

5. What does Satish use his knife for? 
Ans: ______________________________________________ 
        _______________________________________________ 
 
QIII Rearrange the words to make sentences. Use full stops. 
 
1. mother reading is book a My 

____________________________________ 
 

2. your is bag This 
____________________________________ 
 

3. love play ball I with a to 
_____________________________________ 
 

4. not pluck Do flowers 
_____________________________________ 



 
QIV Fill in the blanks. Use the correct word from the brackets. 
1. The _________ was swaying in the breeze.   

                              (mango tree / coconut tree) 

2. The coconut tree has ___________ branches.  (no / many ) 

3. The tree has leaves _______________. (all over / on top) 

4. Satish ___________ the top of the coconut tree.  

                                         (reach / reached )  

5. The man is ____________ the coconuts. (counting / eating ) 

QV Make new words or compound words:- 

1. Foot    +   ball           =    _______________ 

2. Play    +   ground    =     _______________ 

3. Post   +   man         =     _______________ 

4. Home +  work       =     _______________ 

5. Door   + bell          =     _______________ 

6. Cup     + board      =    ________________ 

7. Class  + room       =     ________________ 

8. Sun    +  rise         =     ________________ 

QVI Write T for True or F for False:- 

1. A coconut tree has many branches.         (_____________) 

2. Satish uses an axe to cut the coconuts.   (_____________) 

3. The owner of the coconut trees counts the coconuts. (______) 

4. The coconut tree is like the other trees. (__________) 

5. Satish is cutting the green chillies. (____________) 

6. Satish loves his work very much. (______________)  


